Transforming our MD Program

The College is introducing a single program called “Foundations and Frontiers.” The curriculum will emphasize hands on learning, working in teams and problem solving skills. Read article.

Video Game Therapy

Drexel professors designed games for cerebral palsy patients. The team created web-based active video games that can be used as part of therapy or rehabilitation exercise sessions. Find out more.

4th Annual Autism Public Health Lecture

Tuesday, March 29, 2016
Philadelphia, PA
This lecture is from 8:30 - 11:00 a.m. Dr. Heather Volk will present, A Tale of Traffic and Smog: How the Air We Breathe Can Affect the Developing Brain. It is brought to you by the A.J. Drexel Autism Institute. Register today.

College of Medicine Alumni Weekend

May 19 - 21, 2016
Philadelphia, PA
Classes ending in 1 or 6, and Classes of 1965 and earlier, we hope to see you in May 2016. View the full schedule of events and see who’s attending. Book your hotel and register today!

Drexel Neurosciences Conference

May 11 - 13, 2016
Atlantic City, NJ
This conference at the Harrah's Waterfront Conference Center will feature nationally and regionally recognized lecturers addressing a variety of topics including ALS, Alzheimer's disease and various other neurological disorders. View full agenda and register today.